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Chat log: Tips and techniques for working with emergent language
with Danny Norrington-Davies and Richard Chinn

Please note - chat times do not correlate to the video times, as the recordings have been split up and edited. However, they do give an
indication of gaps between messages to indicate audience participation. 

03:44:16              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Welcome back everyone!
03:47:06              Daniel Barber:  Hi, Daniel from Cadiz in Spain 
03:47:30              Chris Barcelona:               Hi from Barcelona
03:47:44              Fabricio Cruz:    Hey! Fabricio from Brazil here! Nice seeing you, Richard!
03:47:52              María Adam:     Hi again from Mexico!
03:47:56              mary spratt:      Hi, Mary from Spain
03:48:03              MARIA ROSA PELIZZONI:              Hi, Danny and Richard! I am here again from Cremona
03:48:41              Nilton Hitotuzi: Hi from northern Brazil.
03:48:43              RODOULA RAIKOU:        Hello, both from Greece
03:48:55              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Danny and Richard's new book: https://pavpub.com/pavilion-elt/teaching-english/working-with-
emergent-language
03:54:52              Nilton Hitotuzi: "Emargent language" can EMERGE during a TBL activity, I believe.
03:55:51              Nilton Hitotuzi: More often than not, I'd say.
03:59:10              KIrsten Holt, Head of Pavilion ELT:            ETP: English Teaching professional magazine... now merged with Modern English
Teacher. If you subscribe to MET you can access Danny's articles and much more... both in the latest issues and in the online resources.
03:59:32              Chris Barcelona:               Hearing it is one thing, but noting it down is not so easy
04:01:00              KIrsten Holt, Head of Pavilion ELT:            for sure @Chris but I gather it gets easier with practice!
04:05:10              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          The recording: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KgRFe4PlxtuzlQQoQorzyKVzqFjmMO8p/view?
usp=share_link
04:06:07              Masha Gavrilova:            I could hear it well
04:06:12              KIrsten Holt, Head of Pavilion ELT:            You don't need to listen to the whole recording...just the first minute or two.
04:06:41              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          The recording: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KgRFe4PlxtuzlQQoQorzyKVzqFjmMO8p/view?
usp=share_link
04:11:43              Daniel Barber:  Age is a factor, so a punishment that helps him learn ('social ____'); whether this form of treatment exists in
their countries; how adult jail ('prison') is not suitable, but under 18s may go to a juvenile prison ('borstal' archaic??? - 'reformer' = 'reform
institution'/ 'detention centre'?); difficulty in Brazil with these institutions because there is something wrong with them; in Thailand how the
focus is on the responsibility of the family in raising children.
04:11:51              Mary Martala:  jail is not useful at this age; put students somewhere to learn more; engage in social activities; they are still
young - they can learn; young people's "prison" where they can reform them. Parents responsible for their children.
04:11:52              Daniel Barber:  Hi
04:11:56              Chris Barcelona:               I would have fed the needed word to the student on the spot rather than waiting for him to finish.
But I’m not sure that I know the term he hasn’t got in English. Is it reform school?
04:12:02              Patricia Barzotti:              reform school vs prison - cultural differences dealing with Young offenders
04:12:08              Daphne Klimmek:           Comparison with home country
04:12:22              Tamara Ilia:        jail is not useful for this age, a place to reform that kind of people
04:14:58              Chris Barcelona:               Noting who talked about what and then at the feedback stage asking them to say what they said
again.
04:22:52              Daphne Klimmek:           Do you also ask them to work together again, maybe in pairs and to work through the list
themselves?
04:24:23              Daphne Klimmek:           Could you also ask the students to prioritise?
04:26:20              Daphne Klimmek:           If I am not mistaken working with L1 influence is back in fashion.
04:27:13              María Adam:     Bilingualism is not rejected, if it helps get L2
04:30:04              Chris Barcelona:               As a teacher, record yourself giving feedback in part to share with students (on WhatsApp) but
also to be able to analyse what you did and how.
04:31:12              Chris Barcelona:               Always photograph your board work to share with class, too
04:31:42              KIrsten Holt, Head of Pavilion ELT:            Good idea Chris. If you're teaching online, even easier if you record the session
and get AI to transcribe it. :-)
04:33:44              KIrsten Holt, Head of Pavilion ELT:            Q&A session coming up soon - do put questions here or in the Q&A box. :-)
04:34:29              Daphne Klimmek:           Thanks for the reminder for reflective practice.
04:35:00              Tamara Ilia:        Is it possible to get a preview of the book?
04:35:03              Chris Roland:     Great session!
04:35:11              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Working with Emergent Language: https://pavpub.com/pavilion-elt/teaching-english/working-
with-emergent-language
04:35:20              Jill Cunningham:              Thanks for this, both. Lots of food for thought.
04:35:22              Fabricio Cruz:    This's been so helpful! I've struggled when working with emergent language, and here I could see some very
helpful ideas! Thank you so much for answering!
04:35:27              Tamara Ilia:        Yes but there’s no preview :)
04:35:39              Fabricio Cruz:    *Sharing
04:35:47              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          As it is a very recent title, we don't yet have a sample available unfortunately.
04:35:51              Patricia Barzotti:              really important to make the most of the emergent language and exploit it, we sometimes don't
always think about it



04:36:43              Tamara Ilia:        It would be nice to at least see the contents page. That goes to other Pavilion titles as well
04:37:21              Daniel Barber:  Thank you, gentlemen - a really interesting and practical talk - enjoyed a lot :) Bye!
04:37:28              Daphne Klimmek:           Yes! Learner autonomy.
04:37:32              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          You can always see the list of contents in the 'Details' tab on the webpage 😀
04:39:44              RODOULA RAIKOU:        L1 use facilitates learning L2 at some points isn't it?
04:40:52              Tamara Ilia:        Oh really? I seem to have looked there but I’ll doublecheck. Thank you
04:41:16              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Working with Emergent Language will be available on Kindle very soon, and a preview will then be
available there 😀 it takes a little while for Kindle books to go live, but hopefully it should in the next couple of weeks at the most
04:42:22              Tamara Ilia:        Sounds great
04:43:16              Chris Barcelona:               The messy bits of the lesson may be the best place to pick up on emergent language. So make
sure there are messy parts
04:43:17              Mary Martala:  Perfect! Thank you
04:44:53              Daphne Klimmek:           Thank you gentlemen. Very interesting talk.
04:45:10              Vincent Wongaiham-Petersen: Would the book be available as an ebook?
04:45:37              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Yes Vincent, the book will be available as a Kindle ebook very soon on Amazon!
04:45:51              Vincent Wongaiham-Petersen: Great!
04:46:20              Feruz Akbarov: 
04:46:21              MARIA ROSA PELIZZONI:              Thank you both! Your ideas are useful and practical. See you! Bye.
04:46:34              Dina Norris:       Very useful, thank you so much
04:46:39              Feruz Akbarov: 
04:46:42              Feruz Akbarov: 
04:46:45              Patricia Barzotti:              Thanks, really interesting.
04:46:48              Fabricio Cruz:    Very helpful and useful, thank you so much
04:46:52              Ana Paula Biazon Rocha:              Thank you Richard and Danny. It was excellent!😃
04:46:53              Nilton Hitotuzi: Thank you! Very useful talk!
04:46:56              JANE O DAVIES: Great afternoon! Thanks to all the speakers and the Pavilion team.
04:47:05              Robert McLarty:               Really like the link between the language used and the ideas trying to be articulated. Good stuff.
04:47:05              Mary Martala:  Very interesting Danny and Richard. Thank you!
04:47:06              Kadir Özsoy:      Thank you Danny and Richard.
04:47:08              Iuliia Irgiztseva: Thank you!
04:47:11              Chris Barcelona:               Thank you all
04:47:13              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          See you at 1pm BST for tomorrow for Day 3, kicking off with Ceri Jones 😃
04:47:17              Chris Roland:     Thanks Danny and Richard.
04:47:18              María Adam:     Thank you! Interesting talk!
04:47:33              RODOULA RAIKOU:        Thank you!
04:47:39              Tamara Ilia:        Did someone mention a discount for the book?
04:47:42              Dina Norris:       Thanks Kirsten!
04:47:50              Feruz Akbarov: 
04:47:50              MARIA ROSA PELIZZONI:              Have a great night to everybody
04:48:01              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Yes! If you use the code PERFECT on the Pavilion website, you will get 25% off until the end of next
week!
04:48:08              Jill Cunningham:              Thanks, Kirsten and the team. It's an excellent conference! Really enjoying it - and lots of food for
thought. Thanks.
04:48:14              JANE O DAVIES: 25% Tamara. Use 'PERFECT'.
04:48:16              Mary Martala:  Thank you Kirsten! You've been working hard :-)
04:48:20              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          Working with Emergent Language: https://pavpub.com/pavilion-elt/teaching-english/working-
with-emergent-language
04:48:21              Marinela Anderca:          Thank you Danny and Richard! Thank you , Kirsten!
04:48:26              Tamara Ilia:        Thank you
04:48:29              Masha Gavrilova:            Thank you very much!
04:48:29              Ana Paula Biazon Rocha:              Thanks Pavilion ELT. See you tomorrow!
04:48:38              Ellie - Pavilion ELT:          See you tomorrow!
04:48:41              Chris Barcelona:               See you tomorrow
04:48:43              Gunther Wiest: Thank you!


